Ms. Moore
Tutoring










After school tutoring with 3-5
o chose students using EVAAS data, MClass Data, and EOG proficiency scores
o teachers helped choose the after school tutoring students
o Tutors chosen based on growth: Enoch, Walton, Detty, Hester, Neal
o Reading, Math and Science are being taught
Kindergarten growth: middle to end
1st: beginning to end
2nd beginning to end
3rd: ELA uses BOG to determine where growth should be by the end of the year
4th :Use data from 3rd to 4th
5th: Use data from 4th to 5th
Tutoring is using biweekly assessments that are used to determine the different skills that they
need to be working on during tutoring. Enoch is teaching very specific skills and strategies.

Consultants and Teacher Academy







14 low performing schools, 5 to be “taken over”
Focus: our lowest scores have been second grade and fourth grade. There has been no growth
in second grade, and only growth in Belden’s fourth grade class
Admin hired outside consultants to work with these 2 grade levels.
Conrad talked about equity among schools and how not all schools are using the same programs
and resources. Discussed Math institute and how this is the first time that there have been
consistent resources.
Expected outcome: 2nd and 4th grade make growth

Saturday Teacher Academy






Every Saturday until April, focused on reading and math
Targeting mostly on 2nd and 4th grade, but the strategies work with every grade
Is it too late to join the next Saturday Academy?
Enoch said we need to let Mr. Redfearn as soon as possible and it may still be possible.
Student achievement and growth

Teacher Working Conditions Survey for Durham






Went over details and percentages of what went up and down on the survey from
Should we share the data from this survey with the whole staff?
Suggestions to look through the data and see how we can improve. Possibly focus on one a
month and go back to teams and grade levels for suggestions. Come back as a sit team and
discuss to see what we can do.
Sit team can take some time to look through the data and see if something sticks out that we
want to focus on.
o Dowd mentioned wanting to focus on collaborating

o



Team discussed that sometimes the questions may be interpreted differently by
different people.
o The SIT team will look through the data to try and pick the target area. Manning will pick
the one that is suggested the most. The SIT team will focus on that one target area.
o Manning will send out a google doc with all of the choices for target areas
Valentine’s Day dance Feb. 16 3:30-5:30

